Milling on two longitudinally split halves is one method to manufacture accelerating structures. This method is simple and allows one to avoid electromagnetic fields at bonding joints, making it attractive in manufacturing high-gradient accelerating structures. An X-band structure design with strong wakefield damping based on this manufacturing approach is studied in this work as an alternative design for the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) main linac accelerating structures. The geometry of the structure is optimized to greatly reduce the surface fields, improve the efficiency, and suppress the wakefield. This structure features the baseline design of the CLIC main linac with additional advantages. This study may serve as a reference for designing other high frequency-band corrugated structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-gradient normal conducting accelerating structures are typically manufactured by precision turning or milling on separated disks [1] . These disks are brazed or bonded into a complete structure, as shown in Fig. 1 . The disadvantage of this way of assembling the structure is the presence of a high magnetic field near the bonding joints, which may cause severe rf breakdown at high-gradient operation, as observed in experimental studies [2] .
An alternative approach proposed in this work is to use precision milling to excavate half of the structure geometry on two metal blocks. Joining these two blocks composes a complete structure as shown in Fig. 2 . The design of structure manufacturing in this way is also called an "open structure." Several studies have proposed designs of open structures, such as "muffin-tin structure" [3] [4] [5] . Manufacturing four quarter pieces of the complete structure geometry, known as the "quadrant structure" [6, 7] , was also studied.
Experimental evidence shows that metal surfaces that are in metal-to-metal contact but not bonded or brazed demonstrate poor performance during high-power operation [9, 10] . Therefore, a finite gap is necessary in the open geometry design, as shown in Fig. 2 . The gap geometry located outside cavities cuts off the accelerating mode so high power does not leak at the bonding place located at the side of the gap. This feature brings low requirements for brazing and allows welding as an alternative joining technique.
Another potential advantage especially in the case of high frequency multicell structures is the greatly reduced number of parts to be assembled as well as reduced area of FIG. 1. Conventional way of manufacturing an accelerating structure.
FIG. 2.
Manufacturing accelerating structure by milling on two halves of copper plate (HFSS model [8] ). the surface for bonding which is very demanding in terms of roughness and flatness. Both of these advantages promise great cost reduction in comparison to the standard assembly. Holding these benefits, the open structure is attractive for designs of high-frequency corrugate structures and has several useful applications [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The main linear accelerator (linac) of the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) project [16, 17] uses an X-band waveguide damped structure as its baseline design [18] . The choke-mode structure [19] and the damped detuned structure [20] are also studied as alternative designs. All three structure designs use the conventional manufacturing approach and were designed and tested in recent years [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . A design of the X-band strong damped open structure is studied in this work as the third alternative design of the CLIC main linac. Previous works realized the design and high power test of a prototype open structure without the full damping scheme [29] . The design is named CLIC-T24-Open, and its geometry conformed with that of CLIC-T24, thereby allowing comparison between the two manufacturing approaches. A structure prototype was manufactured at SLAC and was tested in the high power stand at CERN [30] .
The beam dynamics of the CLIC main linac requires strong suppression to the long-range transverse wakefield in the structure design [31] . CLIC-T24-Open does not provide any suppression of high order modes (HOM). The structure geometry was modified to implement the strong damped design. New geometries of the iris and of the cavity wall were proposed to fit the required suppression of the wakefield and minimize the surface field (see Secs. II and III). This new geometry is useful for designing similar structures with a low surface field, which potentially leads to a high gradient. The strong damped design is suitable for other applications working in multibunch mode. The geometry of open structure has only two symmetric planes. As a result, a possible quadrupole component of the electromagnetic fields exists at the working frequency, which exerts a focusing or defocusing effect on the beam [32] . This quadrupole component and its effect have been observed in simulations and in experiments on other similar structures [14] , respectively. Section IV discusses the study of the quadrupole field components.
II. DESIGN OF STRUCTURE GEOMETRY

A. Basic concept
The gap between two half metal blocks in the open structure design cuts off the accelerating mode. Some of the HOMs propagate in the gap and can be suppressed by rf damping loads placed in the gap. This mechanism of HOM suppression is similar to the mechanism in the slotted iris structure [32] [33] [34] . A study on CLIC beam dynamics reported that the beam-induced long-range transverse wakefield should be strongly suppressed by 2 orders of magnitude within one bunch separation (0.5 ns) [31] . However, CLIC-T24-Open provides weak suppression to the transverse wakefield in only one polarization (defined as Wy), as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, a geometric feature is implemented to provide strong suppression to both polarizations (Wx and Wy).
The new geometry design of the open structure is shown in Fig. 4 . Several modifications of the geometry were introduced. Two waveguides are added on the side of the cavity to couple and damp the transverse wakefield similar to that in the baseline structure design of the CLIC main linac. The waveguides suppress HOMs in another polarization (Fig. 5) . To minimize the surface field while maintaining the features of the accelerating mode in a reasonable level, new curves based on a cosinelike function are proposed for the profiles of the iris and the cell wall geometry (Fig. 6 ). The matching steps on the wall and iris are used to improve wakefield suppression.
B. Optimization on surface fields
In the design of the high-gradient accelerating structure, three quantities of surface fields are usually investigated: maximum electric field, maximum modified Poynting vector Sc [35] , and maximum magnetic field. The maximum magnetic field is used to calculate the rise of the pulse surface heating temperature. The optimization of the magnetic field is related to the wall geometry, and the maximum electrical field and Sc are related to the iris geometry. Both of the geometries use cosinelike curves as shown in Fig. 6 . The functions of the curve in the wall profile are given in Eq. (1), and that of the iris profile is given in Eq. (2):
x ∈ ð0; a x Þ; ð2Þ
Radio frequency simulations using HFSS code were carried out to study the surface fields of the first structure cell because in most cases it is the critical cell with highest surface field along the structure. Figure 7 shows the simulated results of the magnetic field distribution on the wall. To decrease the maximum magnetic field, the optimum parameters of the wall profile Δb (Δb ¼ b x − b y ) and β are 3.6 mm and 0.32, respectively. The distributions of electrical field and Sc on the iris surface were calculated. The geometry of the iris profile also affects the group velocity in the cell, which determines the gradient of this cell for the given input power. Therefore, the group velocity should be kept constant when changing the iris geometry. Among all geometric parameters of the iris, a y and Δa (Δa ¼ a x − a y ) exert the most significant effect on the group velocity. Iris aperture a y is fixed and is equal to the one in the CLIC baseline design. Δa is adjusted case by case in the simulation to make the comparisons under the same group velocity. Figure 8 shows the surface field for the iris profile variation of the first cell. α changes the field distribution of Sc but exerts a minimal effect on the maximum electrical field. 
C. Optimization on the wakefield suppression
The two waveguides on the side of the cell strongly damp the wakefield in the X polarization (Wx). However, the time-domain transverse wakefield simulations using GDFIDL code [36] show that the wakefield at the position of the second bunch (s ¼ 0.15 m) is still too high (Fig. 9) . The waveguides were connected to the prefect matching layers in the simulations. Analysis of the spectrum (or impedance) of the wakefield shows that the amplitude of the dipole mode near 16 GHz dominates the wakefield value (Fig. 10) . The suppression of this 16 GHz mode can be improved by either increasing the waveguide opening and width or decreasing Δb. Larger waveguide dimensions not only increase the surface magnetic field but also reduce the efficiency (shunt impedance). Thus, we chose smaller Δb (1.4 mm) to improve the wakefield suppression and the shunt impedance. Although the magnetic field distribution is not optimum in this case, the maximum magnetic field is still lower than that of the CLIC baseline structure CLIC-G.
As shown in Fig. 10 , a sharp peak appears near the 23 GHz in the wakefield spectrum, which corresponds to a poorly damped dipole mode. This mode significantly contributes to the wakefield at the position of all following bunches. The suppression to this dipole mode shows no significant dependence on the geometry of the wall profile, waveguide, or iris aperture. Investigation of all geometric dimensions of the cell indicates that the frequency of this dipole mode could be changed by modifying the iris thickness. Therefore, the linear variation of the iris thickness among all the cells of one structure can detune this mode, which helps improve the overall wakefield suppression. Figure 11 shows the wakefield spectrum near 23 GHz of the single cell and tapered structures. According to Fig. 11 , it is preferred that the first cell in the tapered structure uses a thinner iris and the last cell uses a thicker one. Since the iris thickness has also an effect on the surface electrical or Sc field, a comprehensive study considering both wakefield suppression and surface field optimization was carried out. This study gives a solution that the iris thicknesses should be 1.6 and 2.3 mm for the first and last cells of the structure, respectively.
The wakefield in the Y polarization (Wy) is shown in Fig. 9 . The iris matching step (Fig. 4) reflects part of the wakefield during propagation, and this reflection cancels the wakefield in the cavity. Figure 12 shows the enveloped amplitude of Wy near the position of the second bunch for different dimensions of iris matching steps. An optimum value is clearly present in the plot. The reflected wakefield enhances the amplitude at the position of the third bunch. However, the wakefield amplitude at this place is very small, and the overall wakefield suppression still improves.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the iris matching step also changes the amplitude of Wx, and the dimensions of the iris matching step for Wy are not optimal for Wx. Hence, the waveguide matching step provides another free dimension to tune Wx and exerts no effect on Wy. The enveloped amplitude of Wy near the position of the second bunch is plotted in Fig. 13 
III. DESIGN OF FULL TAPERED STRUCTURE
A. Design of coupler cell and full structure One structure unit of the baseline design for the CLIC main linac structure contains 26 regular cells and two compact coupler cells [18] . The radii of the iris aperture are 3.15 and 2.35 mm for the first and last structure cells, respectively. The compact coupler cells have a similar geometry to the regular cells but with two larger waveguides to transmit the power of the accelerating mode. This setup is also used to design the open damped structure, as shown in Fig. 14 . Table I , together with those of the baseline design CLIC-G*. The field distributions on each structure cell are plotted in Fig. 15 . Although the rf-tobeam efficiency of this open damped structure is slightly lower than that of CLIC-G*, the lower surface field and manufacturing method render the open damped structure a potentially better design. This structure design is named CLIC-HDS-A and will be manufactured and tested with high power in the near future.
B. HOM damping loads design
The HOM damping loads in the waveguide provide strong and broadband damping to the wakefield of two polarizations (Fig. 4) to meet the criteria of wakefield suppression. As shown in Fig. 16 , the load adopts a smoothly tapered box geometry, and it sits on the middle of two halves to absorb the propagating wakefield in both waveguides and the slot. The tip in the geometry of the load has small dimensions to reduce the reflection from the load. The long smooth tapered section in the geometry allows broadband absorption to the wakefield.
A silicon carbide-based material is used in the design of this damping load. This material is named Ekasic-P and is also used in the baseline CLIC-G* design (Fig. 17 of Ref. [18] ). With the help of GDFIDL simulations on a full tapered structure of CLIC-HDS-A assembled with damping loads, the dimensions of this load were designed. The length of the designed load and the distance from the beam axis to the load are 3.7 and 4.3 cm, respectively. The wakefield simulation results are plotted in Fig. 17 with two scales. Compared with the baseline CLIC-G* design, CLIC-HDS-A has a slightly weaker wakefield suppression on later than the third bunch. The overall wakefield effect on beam stability is stated by three factors, namely, F c , F rms , and F worst . These factors present the amplification of transverse beam jitter in the main linac due to the longrange transverse wakefield in three ways. The F c is calculated based on that all bunches have same (coherent) transverse jitter, and F rms is calculated from the rms transverse jitter. F worst is calculated by the worst case. Further details of these factors are introduced in [31] . All factors are calculated using the wakefield at the positions of all 312 bunches in one full beam pulse and are listed in Table II . These factors for CLIC-HDS-A are slightly higher than those of the CLIC-G* but are still much lower than the level of beam stability requirement.
IV. HIGH-ORDER MULTIPOLAR FIELD COMPONENTS IN THE ACCELERATING MODE
The geometry of the structure made from two halves has two planes of symmetry and brings quadruple field components to the accelerating mode. These quadruple field components exert transverse focusing or defocusing effect on the beams. As shown in Fig. 18 , the phase of the maximum of the transverse quadrupolar kick has a 90°shift with respect to the on-crest acceleration. Thus, if the bunch is accelerated in the on-crest phase, the focusing effect of the quadruple field components on the bunch center is zero.
As the bunch has a finite length, the other parts of the bunch will still experience the quadruple effect. This quadruple field component brings a time-varying focusing effect to the bunch and results in a beta function variation from the head to the tail of the bunch. This effect is similar to the Balakin-Novokhatsky-Smirnov (BNS) damping, which reduces the coherent transverse momentum of the bunch and improves the beam stability. The amplitude and effect of the rf quadrupole in the CLIC open damped structure are studied in this section.
Three-dimensional field simulations on the structure cell were carried out to gather field data and to calculate high-order multipolar components [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The transverse strength for the beam moving off-axis can be calculated from the field data by integrating Lorentz force equation [Eq. (3)]. The distribution of integrating transverse strength in the middle cell of CLIC HDS-A is plotted in Fig. 19 . The strength of high-order field components can be calculated by angular Fourier transform on the off-axis transverse strength. The amplitudes of quadruple and octopole field components in the middle cell were calculated as 2.06 MV=m=mm and 0.56 MV=m=mm 3 for a 100 MV=m gradient, respectively: 
where L is the structure length, and ω is the angular frequency. The electron beam is moving at the speed of light. The calculated amplitudes of quadruple and octopole field components in the CLIC-HDS-A whole structure are 1.7 MV=m=mm and 0.54 MV=m=mm 3 for a 100 MV=m average loaded gradient. The rms bunch length in the CLIC main linac is 44 μm. According to these numbers, the rms spread of focusing strength on the bunch is 18.8 kV=m=mm, while the corresponding rf quadruple gradient in magnetic units is 62.7 mT=m. The gradient of quadruple magnets in the CLIC main linac is up to 200 T=m, and the average quadruple gradient of the full main linac is about 25 T=m. The quadruple field component results in about 0.25% variation (rms) in the quadruple strength. This number is comparable with the energy spread (0.35%) of the beam in the main linac, which is used for BNS damping. Therefore, this time-depended quadruple strength could be used to provide the extra BNS damping to the beam and to reduce the requirement on the energy spread. However, this effect may also increase the projected emittance of the beam. A comprehensive research on the beam dynamics will be necessary to study the potential benefits or harm from the quadruple field components.
The high-order multipolar field components arise from asymmetric geometry. Consequently, their amplitude can change from different cavity geometries. Figures 20 and 21 show the plot of high-order multipolar field components versus different geometry dimensions. The enhancement or the elimination of the quadruple field components in the CLIC open damped structure could be achieved by properly designing the cell geometry. Another way to cancel the effect of quadruple field components to first order is through a 90°rotation of two consecutive structure units as shown in Fig. 22 . This setup not only cancels the quadruple field components but also reduces the deflection from long-range transverse wakefield because the beat of Wx and Wy is not the same as illustrated in Fig. 17 .
V. CONCLUSION
An open damped accelerating structure is designed for the CLIC main linac. To implement the full wakefield damping scheme, two iris slots and two waveguides were introduced on the side of the cell for strong coupling of the dipolar transverse wake.
Several features in the geometry design were implemented for the open damped structure cell. A cosine function-based curve was proposed for the wall and iris profile to reduce the surface fields. Iris thickness varies from cell to cell to detune the dipole mode and to improve the suppression to the wakefield. Matching steps on the iris slot and waveguides reduce the wakefield at the position of the second bunch.
A tapered structure with compact coupler cells and HOM damping loads has been designed. The structure is named "CLIC-HDS-A" and will be built and tested in the near future. Compared with the baseline design of the CLIC main linac (CLIC-G*), CLIC-HDS-A has a lower surface field and a slightly lower rf-to-beam efficiency. Simulations using GDFIDL code show that the CLIC-HDS-A design meets the criteria of wakefield suppression required by CLIC beam dynamics.
A significant quadruple field component exists in the accelerating mode of the open damped structure because of its two-plane symmetry. The amplitude of this quadruple field component depends on the geometric dimensions. This quadruple field component brings time-varying focusing-defocusing strength and results in the beta function spread along the bunch, which is useful for BNS damping. Additional studies on beam dynamics considering this quadruple field component effect are necessary.
